BOOSTING REVENUE
AND PRODUCTIVITY
WITH
ONLINE SCHEDULING
A GUIDE TO EMPOWERING SALES AND
SUPPORT TEAMS WITH THE RIGHT
ONLINE SCHEDULING PLATFORM

In this eBook, we show businesses that use Salesforce® what to
look for in an online scheduling platform and how the right platform
can improve their sales and support teams’ performance.
In a world of customers with increasingly fragmented and reduced attention spans, Salesforce has
emerged as the market leading tool to nurture customer relationships. Leveraging Salesforce, sales
teams are able to generate appointments with prospects, and customer success teams are able to
grow customer relationships and provide support.
But manually scheduling these appointments and meetings is highly inefficient. Handling last minute
cancellations and no-shows can be a challenge. SUMO Scheduler’s research shows that overall,
salespeople spend up to 25% of their time scheduling or rescheduling sales appointments. That’s
nearly 3 months a year that could and should be spent selling.
These scheduling inefficiencies lead to lost productivity, revenue reduction, customer attrition and
lower employee morale.
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Scheduling Inefficiencies and Their Impacts
The Sales Perspective
Tina is a senior account executive at a mid-tier telecom equipment manufacturer.
Tina’s target this year is to win one large Tier 1 telco account. Tina’s company uses
Salesforce® to manage their prospects and opportunities pipeline.
After lead qualification and nurturing, Tina has connected with a VP at a large
telco. The VP asks Tina to work with his assistant to schedule a call.
Tina and the assistant exchange several emails before finding a date and time that
works. But just before the call, there’s a change to the VP’s schedule.
TIna's big sales opportunity gets delayed further as the cycle of emails to rebook
the call starts over again.

Time spent on
non-selling
related
activities
directly
affects
4 out of the
top 5 sales
enablement
productivity
goals

The more such rescheduling happens, the more time and productivity that is lost.
Getting on the calendar of any senior executive at a major corporation can be
challenging. This is expected.
Changes to planned meetings happen all the time, but scheduling and rescheduling
doesn’t have to be such an inefficient and time-consuming process.
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The CSO Insights 2016, Sales Enablement Optimization Study shows that salespeople lose
about 64.1% of their time on non-selling activities.

The time that Sales
teams spend on
scheduling activities
can negatively affect:
Productivity
Opportunities
Sales cycles
Sales rep morale
And overall,
can create a
negative impact
on revenue.
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Thousands of hours are lost to inefficient schedulingrelated tasks or wasted “waiting” hours.
Time lost on scheduling can lead to reduced morale and increased
churn. This leads to increased operational costs. Customers subjected
to long waiting times get frustrated. This negative experience can
compel customers to reduce or discontinue doing business with your
company.

According to the
Walker study
'Customers 2020',
by 2020 customer
experience will
overtake price
and product
as the key brand
differentiator.

The Customer Success Perspective
Customer Success teams also face similar challenges from time spent
on non-core activities. Customer Success includes call centers,
customer, technical or on-call support teams.
Customer Success teams can oversee a variety of activities. Such
activities include new customer on-boarding, product or
hardware training, and migration assistance to new product versions.
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How Online Scheduling Tackles Scheduling Inefficiencies
Online appointment scheduling addresses Sales and Support team scheduling challenges. The right online scheduling
solution, deployed and used the right way, can reduce the time spent on non-selling and non-support related activities. It
can also have a huge impact on sales enablement and directly drive revenue growth.
What is an Online Appointment Scheduling?
Online appointment scheduling software provides businesses with tools to provide customers with the ability to book
appointments online, and enables businesses to track and manage those appointments.

How an Online Scheduler Works
SALES TEAMS
A rep sends scheduling link in an outbound email.
The prospect selects a meeting time on a scheduling
page.
The selected date & time is automatically reserved on
the rep's calendar.
A detailed email confirmation is sent to all participants.

SUPPORT TEAMS
An email with a scheduling link is sent to a customer
waiting to schedule training or service.
The customer selects an appointment time from a
scheduling page.
A rep from a pool of designated reps is reserved for the
date & time chosen.
The scheduler automatically emails a detailed
confirmation to the customer.
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The Importance of Reporting and Analytics
Companies can gain a significant competitive edge by ensuring their online scheduling platform tracks key
performance metrics for their business and provides reporting and analysis options to help management make
informed data-driven decisions. The metrics and reports an online scheduler generates can be a good indicator of an
online scheduler’s potential ROI and beneficial impact on the organization that utilizes it.
Some of the reports that a good online scheduling application can deliver are:
Booked & canceled appointments by location and time period.

Total volume of appointments

Staff utilization by location and time period.

Breakdown of no-shows, cancelled, confirmed and

Service trends by location and time period.

completed appointments

A good online scheduler will also help your organization or team gauge the efficiency and productivity of staff members
and locations. These reports can often be either historical or viewed in real-time. Some of data that can be delivered:
The total number of appointments per staff member
How many customers were associated with those appointments
The average number of appointments per customer.

"What gets measured,
gets improved"
- Peter Drucker

Dashboards
You can also create dashboards that can give decision-makers within the company a real-time snapshot of upcoming
appointments, sales to date, and other useful tools.

The online scheduling application you choose should be able to deliver not only all these reports but also auto-deliver
defined sets of reports to any group of stakeholders (say C-suite, IT project managers, VP of Sales, etc.) daily, weekly or
monthly.
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Common Concerns of Using Online Scheduling
Having your organization adopt a new process or system can be difficult. There may be some internal concerns to overcome to get
online scheduling in your organization. Sales or support reps can be reluctant to give up old ways of doing things or be
concerned about loss of turf. Management could be worried about the financial and operational impact of a new investment.
Here is a short list of areas to address so you can effectively answer internal concerns.

Secure an internal
champion within your
leadership team.

Highlight the
inefficiencies of
current processes and
their effects.

Demonstrate how
online scheduling
delivers a better
internal experience.

Show how offering selfscheduling as an
option delivers better
C-SAT.

Present cost of
inaction when the
competition is
investing in scheduling
automation to be more
agile.

Show how your chosen
scheduling tool can
deliver comprehensive
reporting and
analytics
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Evaluate an Online Scheduler's Functionality
This feature checklist can help you evaluate your options. An online scheduling application should have the following
key features at a minimum. If your company has invested in Salesforce, then there is one other feature to consider.
Feature

Benefit

Online scheduling links and "call-to-action" buttons to place on your
website, intranet pages, emails, email signatures and newsletters.

Eliminates the multiple cycles of
multiple email exchanges, saving time.

A scheduling page where customers can see a calendar with
available date and time slots from which to to choose.

Puts control in the customer's hands
for a better experience.

Email, text or phone reminders sent out with appointment details.
Usually the option to add the appointment to the participant's
calendar along with the option to cancel or reschedule is included.

Reduces miscommunications, noshows and double bookings.

Easy to deploy and use within and without the company with selfscheduling capability.

Drives adoption within the company
and enables customers to selfschedule 24/7, 365.

Has intelligence to allocate sales and support resources as per
company priorities.

Optimizes your staff utilization and
prevents overwork.

If using Salesforce, the online scheduler should ideally be a
Salesforce native application. This helps avoid data replication and
keep your customer 's data secure within the Salesforce platform. It
also eliminates API traffic.

Meets the security, scalability and
compliance needs of enterprise
organizations.

Includes an analysis and reporting engine to track key metrics as
needed, slice and dice data for insights, and create reports to inform
management decision-making.

Demonstrates measurable value and
drives management decision-making.
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SUMO Scheduler
SUMO Scheduler is online scheduling with the needs of the enterprise in mind. SUMO offers the features that extend
the power of Salesforce, enabling sales and support teams to realize better results. Here are some of the
key features that set SUMO apart.
ONLINE SCHEDULER

Let people self-schedule with your team 24/7/365 from any device
Deploy unlimited self-scheduling sites from your website, portal, community,
forums, emails and more.
APPOINTMENT WIZARD

Quickly finds a time and schedule leads with the right person or team powered
by the SUMO Assignment Engine.
PRIVATE INVITES

Have full control over who self-schedules with your team.
Email private appointment invites from a case, lead or contact record in
Salesforce.
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ANALYTICS BUILDER
SUMO's Analytics Builder has comprehensive analytics and reporting capabilities. Build a variety of reports,
and dissect your data to gain insights from a specific team or even team member with elements such as productivity
charts, trend lines and so on.
Over 50 reports out-of-box.
Create custom reports on any table or field in the database.
Have reports emailed to you or management on a recurring basis.
Reports accessible on a mobile device.

USER EXPERIENCE
Because SUMO is built native on the Salesforce platform, your staff has a seamless user experience. SUMO offers the
option of the Classic or Lightning user experience.
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What's Under the Hood
The scheduling features found within SUMO's online scheduling platform are powered by a set of robust and proprietary
engines.
ASSIGNMENT ENGINE

SYNC ENGINE

REMINDER ENGINE
Auto-schedule your prospects or
customers with the right team member.

With the help of Salesforce, SUMO
includes a host of calendar integration
solutions.

Round Robin
Priority-based
Location-based
Service-based

Google
Outlook
Office 365

Microsoft Exchange
Salesforce events

Ensure everyone shows up to an
appointment with automated
reminders.
Email reminders
Text reminders
Phone reminders
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Why Being Salesforce Native Matters
SUMO Scheduler is the only online scheduling application built 100% native on the Salesforce platform. Why does this
matter?
Speed
Native apps are inherently faster. This affects implementation and data retrieval which in turn
affects productivity levels. Everything lives within the app itself so there is no dependency on
browsers or internet speeds to keep things moving along quickly. Native apps also tap into a
platform more easily than a non-native app. Since data is retained in one place, there’s no need
to have a request leave the platform to retrieve information being housed in another location
outside the platform.
Scale
By being built in the cloud from the ground up, a native app doesn’t have any hardware
limitations. This allows for continuous app development which means the application is more
scalable, more adaptable to your business’ needs. The savings on hardware and software
maintenance can also be significant.
Security
SUMO can easily be implemented into an organization’s Salesforce org. Being a native
application, SUMO allows users to interact with Salesforce’s many features and affords the
same security parameters. It is a seamless Salesforce experience that is highly customizable to
your organization’s business processes.
User Experience
This is perhaps the thing that native apps do best. The operations are smoother and provide a
more intuitive experience for users accustomed to the functionality of a particular platform.
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The Effects of Online Scheduling
The main benefit of using online scheduling is the significant time savings for sales and support reps. This time savings
delivers a downstream of additional benefits across an entire organization.

SUPPORT TEAMS

SALES TEAMS

Increased morale,
reducing internal churn
Increased customer retention
Improved ability to up-sell and
cross-sell

A more efficient sales process
and shorter sales cycles
Increased number of qualified
opportunities
Decreased no-shows

CUSTOMERS
A more satisfying experience
with your company
Increased brand loyalty
Convenience with 24/7/365
self-scheduling via computer,
tablet or mobile phone

COMPANY OVERALL
Reduced admin costs from
manual scheduling tasks
Increased resources for more
profitable activities
Increased positive customer
testimonials and referrals
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Revisiting Tina, the Sales Rep
Let’s explore the scenario with our sales rep, Tina. What if
Tina’s company had provided her with SUMO Scheduler?

No more multiple back-and-forth emails and time
delays.
When the VP prospect's assistant canceled at the last
minute, Tina could have sent a reply email with a selfscheduling button. The appointment could have been
rebooked on the spot.
Focus on revenue-generating activities.
Tina could quickly manage scheduling and rescheduling
her appointments without losing time or morale.
Visibility and measurable results.
Time spent nurturing the relationship with the telco
VP would be easily trackable by Tina's supervisor and
shareable up the management chain.
An online scheduler lets Tina be a productive, highperforming salesperson. On the prospect side, the VP's
assistant enjoys the hassle-free ability to manage her
boss’ schedule.

Improvements in outcomes and morale would also
apply to a Customer Success representative.
An online scheduler would assist them in their efforts
connecting with new or existing customers.
On-boarding processes, migration of data or software,
product or software training and any other supportrelated tasks would be easily scheduled and directed
to available reps without routing delays.
On the customer side, customers would have not just a
better experience, but also a better opinion of your
company as a whole.

Our favorite feature has been
the self- scheduler which has
completely streamlined the
scheduling process for follow-up
appointments with clients.
SUMO Finserv client
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Conclusion
The right online scheduler can have a tangible
value in improving the performance of sales
and support teams.

Online scheduling used effectively can ultimately
improve your top-line growth:

Companies using Salesforce® would be best
served by online scheduling software that fully
maximizes their investment in the CRM
platform.

Companies that use SUMO Scheduler's
scheduling platform have been able to increase
appointments by as much as 70%, reduce noshows by 35% and increase productivity by 25%
or more.

Implementing online scheduling tools like selfscheduling links, automated reminders and
analytics makes it easier for your sales and
support teams to:

Learn more about how online scheduling can deliver
similar results for your organization. Schedule a
consultation with one of our scheduling experts today.

Streamline and reduce sales cycles
Improve call volume and response times
Provide a better customer experience
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About SUMO Scheduler
SUMO Scheduler does the heavy lifting of appointment scheduling. Built 100
percent native on the world's number one CRM platform, Salesforce®, SUMO
answers the distinct scheduling needs of mid-size to multinational enterprise
organizations. The company saves time for sales and support teams by delivering
scalable and secure cloud-based appointment scheduling software. As a Salesforce
native application, SUMO delivers a seamless experience for organizations and their
customers, providing access 24/7 365 to scheduling tools for better managing the
customer journey. A full suite of features for online appointment scheduling,
resource assignment management, real-time analytics and reports drive more
appointments, reduce no-shows and increase CSAT. Organizations that utilize
SUMO inherit all the benefits of Salesforce's infrastructure, data management,
controls, security and certifications including Truste. SUMO also employs bankgrade security with SAS70 compliance. Trusted by organizations in the finserv,
retail, higher education, healthcare, and software industries, SUMO delivers solutions
that support the long-term development of the business to customer relationship
with every appointment.
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